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world, these co-existing elements tend to sustain in wise conservatism the normal progress
of events, and have preserved man intact
amid the throes of revolutions and the convulSEWANEE, TENN., DECEMBER, 1875.
sions of thrones. To discover the limits of
these forces—defining the prerogatives of auTEBMSthority as well as the rightful domain of liberty—constitutes the problem of human destiny,
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RELICS.
the conditions of civilization, and as we pass
in review over each momentous era in history,The violets tbat you gave are dead—
They could not bear the loss of you;
we find its results directing the development
The spirit of the rose hath fled—
of the age, framing the nature and tendency
I t loved you, and its love was true ;
of its institutions, and effecting order and
Back to your lips that spirit flies,
agreement from the chaos of the past.
To bask beneath your radiant eyes.
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Only the ashes bide with me—
The ashes of the ruined flowers—
Types of a rapture not to be ;
Sad relics of bewildering hours ;
Poor, frail,"forlorn, and piteous shows
Of errant passion's wasted woes.
He grandly loves who loves in vain !
These withered flowers that lesson teach ;
They suffered ; they did not complain ;
Their life was love too great for speech ;
In silent pride their fate they bore ;
They loved, they grieved, they died—no more.
Far off the purple banners flare,
Beneath the golden morning spread ;
I know what queen is worshipped there,
What laurels wreath her lovely head.
Her name be sacred in my thought,
And sacred be the grief she brought!
For, since I saw that sunny face,
And heard the music of that voice,—
Much beauty's fallen to disgrace
That used to make my heart rejoice ; |
And rose and violet ne'er can be
The same that once they were to me.
WILL WINTER.

AUTHORITY versus LIBERTY.
Civilization has been characterized by an
anomalous conflict between its component elements—mysticism and rationalism. From the
infancy ^of the race this conflict has entered
into each period of development, sounding for
man the depths of being, discovering the
causes and effects of nature in the universe
around him, and acquainting him with his
relations to the Infinite and Eternal. The
centripetal and centrifugal forces of the moral
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same mysteries that have engrossed the thinking minds of every past age and nation;—is
yet striving after a higher conception of
man's destiny and his relations to Omniscience. This is the mystic sentiment which
has acted as one of the forces of civilization
from primeval times.
But parallel with this element there has existed the counter principle influencing universal progress—the sentiment of rationalism.
Inherent in the constitution of man, it determines for itself an end in common with that
of mysticism, yet seeks for the God of nature
in the operations of nature. Abstracting
from experience, it deduces the doctrine of
atoms and molecules, upon which thought as
well as matter is conditioned. Witness the
definition of this atomic philosophy: " The
soul consists of free, smooth, round atoms,
like those of fire, which interpenetrate the
whole body, and in their motions the phenomena of life arise." And again: "The atoms
which constitute matter have fallen silently
through illimitable ranges of time and space,
assuming all manner of confirmations, and
finally arranging themselves in their present
cosmic order.'' This materialistic dictum afected a contempt for the gods of the Mystics.
They dwell amid

' The lucid interspace of world and world,
'Where never creeps a cloud, or moves a wind,
'Sfo-r ever falls the least white star of snow,
' B-or ever lo-west roll of thunder moans,
Of these two elements mysticism is the first'Nor sound of human sorrow mounts to wear
'Their sacred everlasting calm !"
born, and its operations are manifest in every
condition of nature. I t is that principle
To the materialist, nature is beyond the inwhich underlies the fetishism and fire-wor- ference and caprice of these divinities. He
ships of the Orient not less than the Chris- observes in her constant laws a necessity
tianity of the West. The spiritual dualism
which is itself the primal causation of things
of Zoroaster, or the Paymin irvocation of
But this system-of Materialism which conthe Prophet, presents as ardent a yearning
tended" during so many centuriet with the
for the solution of the mystery of evil as do Faith of the heathen world, at last culminated
the enchantments of the medioeval monastics. in absolute skepticism and mental despair.
From his infancy man has been groping out Pilate was an- exponent of the skepticism of
of the thraldom of spiritual darkness, recog- his age when he propounded the question,
nizing at each step of his development more
" What is Truth?'' Where were the sublime
directly his dependence upon a great First
systems of mythology that had so long comCause. The glowing Asiatic was forced to prised the Faith of antiquity ? Why was
meditate upon this theme as he beheld the in- Pythian priestess oT Syballine oracles unable
sufficiency of the universe around him to ac- to solve his inquiry ?•' Where, tooj were the
count for its mysterious architect. The imag- atomic creeds that had sought in vain to coninative Greek in his splendid creed of myths struct the God of nature through the phenompeopled with niaids, satyrs and avenging di- ena of nature? A period in history had at
vinities, the sacred haunts of his own fair
length arrived when even the heathen heart
land; and when the human mind was at demanded- a Faith that would fulfil the yearnlength hurled back upon itself in its failures ings of a "groaning creation." Neither the
to discover the Primeval Cause of nature
Mystic nor the Materialist could discover
through nature, there was enjoined upon man
in their creeds such an ideal of Truth and
the oracular response, "Know thyself.': LikeVirtue as would satisfy the conditions of inwise the . obdurate Roman, when finally at
telligence. At this moment there came to man
peace with the world, failed not to direct his
the Faith of which he was in quest—a divine
j thoughts to a contemplation of those superPolity, whose ends were to revolutionize the
j human agencies that had invested the prowess
then existant systems of thought, and to dii of his anas with infallible success. And
reet the energies of civilization to their des•' Christianity, even after discovering the true
tiny. But the object of this institution was
| God Whom the ancients " ignorantly worship- not to furnish new motives for man's developped," is still seeking for a solution of the
ment. These were already an integral part
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.of his constitution. On the contrary, it sup- the spirit of the Past could not be dissipated
plied him with precepts, of which his forlorn without a struggle. The great Reformation
condition then stood in want. The Mystic resulted. While its immediate origin was
and Rationalistic elements of his nature re- hidden in religious principle, this upheaval
mained untouched, and were transferred only of dynasties and regnant opinions sustains a
from the mythical to the divine government. profounder import than a question of obediThe subsequent history of civilization has ence to the Papacy. It was a contest which
been but, a reproduction of their ancient con- involved the correlation of the forces of uniflict upon the vantage ground of Christianity. versal progress, and extended its influence to
True to the instincts of its nature, Mysticism the intellectual spirit of the period. That it
arose to dispel the shadows of Vandalism, and was consummated neither through the caprice
to unite the spiritual with the carnal. Neo- nor enthusiasm of any revolutionist, is maniplatonism was this new method of philosophy, fest from its simultaneous outburst throughbut in the hands of discijles that knew not out Christendom; and if it produced great
the spirit of the master it resulted in a sys- evil in its progress, this resulted from the intem of fantasy and visionary speculation. ability of the movement to comprehend its
Failing to combine the contrary natures of own tendencies. The consequences of this
man into a unitized system, at length the crea- civil and moral convulsion have become emture became an object of shame and con- bodied in the two schools of modern thought
tempt in comparison with the holiness of the —Catholicity and Protestantism. Reduced
Creator. It was this passion that incited the to their elements they present the types of
zealous hermits to people the solitudes of the Authority and Liberty. The refined Mysticism
Thebais, and, to show a contempt for all hu- of Plato which had been distorted during so
man effort, to stand for years upon the lofty many epochs was at last purified and orthopillar, or bear the waterless seive through doxically defined by the Church. To-day we
desert paths to irrigate the arid reed. Such behold in it the potent element that is defenda philosophy resulted in suppressing the rea- ing the Faith against the assaults of Science.
soning faculty entirely, or making it subser- In Protestanism which arbitraily tends to devient to sentiment. Reason could not discover velop the individual, we observe the extreme
a First Cause since it failed to explain many Rationalist who refers all questions of Faith
necessary phenomena of his existence. It to the dictum of independent investigation,
was thus decried by the Mystic, for which he and rejects those results that conform not to
substituted a contemplation upon the muta- the inflexible rule of his dialectics." The contion of earthly possessions, and passively flicting creeds that have arisen from the Reawaited the moment when the spirit should formation are not its heritage, but have their
be liberated from its contact with carnality. counterpart in the moral and social convulBut such a philosophy as radically failed to sions of the past. Yet to-day we discover in
discover theGod of the universe as it was unable them the forces of civilization as actively ento fulfil the conditions of man's development. gaged in directing the destiny of man as
In the universal reaction against its fatal tend- during any distinct era of antiquity. In the
encies Rationalism was interposed. Thus began Ultramontane tendency of Jesuitism, there is
Scholasticism—a philosophy that attempted to regnant the spirit of absolute Authority that
mediate between faith and knowledge, and still preserves the ends of the Inquisiton, and
out of which sprang the germs of modern de- has at length found its consummation in Pavelopment. Its watchword, " Credo est intelli-pal Infallibility. The extreme of human Libgam," serves to define its province in directing erty, on the contrary, finds its exponent in the
the tendency of thought during the middle mad disciples of Spiritualism, who, reproduages. It embodies the element of absolute cing the ecstasy of the ancient Mystics, affect
authority and extended its influence to each a contempt for all rational systems, and proexistant institution of the age. In civil poli- fess an intermediary between the carnal and
ty we have but to instance Feudalism to be- the divine. Again, there stands the Materialhold the absence of political liberty. Nor ist with his plummet of bigotry, deigning to
was freedom of conscience ever more extinct fathom the depths of existence, and referring
than when the edicts of the Vatican were the causes of being to the "masses of atoms,
alone sufficient to make and unmake kings, which, drawn together by resistless and inevand parcel out empires to the menial courtiers itable forces, form conscious machines, that
of the Consistory. The dicta of Aristotle in the end must submit to annihilation and
had become so interwoven with the dogmas of appear in other shapes." Behold in this
the Church that, to question the divine right vaunted wisdom of the Tyndals, and Huxleys,
of the one was not less heretical than to deny and Darwins of the nineteenth century the
atomic creeds of Democritus, of Lucretius, of
the inspiration of the other.
Epicurus !
But civilization was destined to witness another reaction. The ends of Scholasticism
Yet in this mighty struggle between the
had defeated themselves, and produced conse- elements of progress, Science alone has not
quences not less subversive than those engen- been the iconoclast. At a period when the
dered by Neoplatonism. As the human mind Faith directed the destiny of nations, the
became enfranchised, the element of Liberty Vatican judging of a newly discovered prinagain asserted its prerogatives in the domain ciple in scientific research, thundered forth its
of free and independent inquiry. The spell bull: " Formally heretical and anathema !''—
of ages was being dissolved, but that blind "But it is true for all that," muttered the pen
obeisance which had thus long been paid to itent discoverer, as clad in sackcloth he aros e
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from his knees vowing nevermore to advance
his heresy. The march of Science demands a
deep concern in the triumphs of development.
Where to-day is the once venerated system of
Astrology? The votaries of the horoscope
that, sought to read in the stars
"the fate
Of men and empires,''
have perished,and scarce a chronicler remains
to tell their names. And those visionary hopes
that other worlds are peopled bybsings like unto ourselves, have all been wrecked upon the
revelations of modern astronomy.The genius of
Science has been foremost in triumphing over
the blind forces of nature, acquainting man
with the mysteries of the universe, and laying her exhaustless contributions in subjection to his will. As the handmaiden of the
Faith, Science discloses the God that lives in
the natural world, and proves from the analogy of his phenomena that he is the same
Author of the moral and intellectual creation.
It is this higher Pantheism which elevates
the soul to a conception of Him who reigns
alike in matter, and in thought, and who fills
immensity with his attributes.
In reflecting, do we yet find aught that is
anomalous in this conflict between the forces
of civilization? Is it not in accord with
the normal constitution of the physical
world ? Turning to nature, analysis tells us
that bodies are composed of atoms which are
held in their relative spheres by attracting
and repellent forces. The vast universe, from
which our planet is but an emanation, is constructed upon the same conditions ; and from
the unity and harmony that ensues out of the
Divine economy, well might the imaginative
ancients sing of the "music of the spheres."
It may be that they were illumined by that
Oracle which says, " when the morning stars
sang together, the waves lifted up their voice,
and the winds, too, joined in the almighty anthem." The solution of this conflict which
exists in nature, animate and inanimate, is
neither in the Past nor in the Present; perchance not in man's probationary state, but
in that, sphere of being where the finite becomes the infinite. The tendency of civilization amid all its opposing elements is towards
an ideal that finds its consummation in eternity. The Materialist as well as the Mystic
seeks for this ideal in his system of philosophy, and this element alone has survived the
wrecks of time. To this extent must Science
and Faith be recognized as supplementary
and not opposed. Each has its sphere of actiou in the great drama of events, and within
prescribed limits that neither can transgress.
Although the intellectual world is rife to-day
with the clamor of this strife, the future sage
in retrospecting the progress of the nineteenth
century will wonder not less how Science and
Faith were antagonistic, than does the modern philosopher marvel how the ethics sf Socrates scorned the physics of Anaxagoras.
Could a sweep of the intellect grasp the
counsel of Omnipotence and observe ihe hidden causes of the universe, doubtless order
would illumine the chaotic mind, and point it
to a period when the claims of these opposing
elements will be reconciled into a spirit of
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unity and peace. To this period civilizauon is
rapidly advancing. The metaphysics of ancient Greece was the development of her
many mythical creeds, and it look Christianity fourteen centuries to supply a philosophy
that would fulfill the conditions of universal
progress. Man to-day possesses this heritage,
and it is the Monotheism that will alone direct him to the time and absolute conception
of that
" God which ever lives and loves,
One God, one law, one element,
And one far-off divine event,
To which the whole creation moves."
[Read in Public Hall, Tuesday evening, Nov.
2nd, 1875, at the Third Anniversary of the
Pi Omega Society.]
THE DELUGE.
Whether God, upheaving the basin of the
deep, poured the troubled Oceans over the
continents or whether, turning the sun aside
from its course, he commanded it to rise over
the pole with fatal omens, it is certain that a
terrible flood has swept over the earth.
At that time the human race was almost
annihilated; all the feuds of nations were
ended, all revolutions ceased.
Kings, nations, in arms against each other,
suspended their cruel hatreds and embraced,
seized with a mortal terror.
The temples were filled with suppliants,
who had perhaps denied God all their lives;
but God in his turn denied them ; and ere
long thefloodhad reached the very doors of
the temples.
In vain mothers sought to find refuge with
their childrer upon the summits of the mountains; in vain the lover sought to find protection for his mistress, in the same grotto where
he had found a shelter for his pleasures; in
vain friends disputed with the frightened
bears, the tops of the oaks; even the bird,
chased from branch to branch by the ever increasing flood, uselessly fatigued its wings
over the shoreless waste of water.
The sun, which athwart the livid skies illumined the scene of death, appeared dull and
ashen-hued, like a huge corpse drowned in
the heavens; the volcanoes became extinct,
even while they were vomiting forth their
sulphurous smoke, ani one of the four elements, flre, perished with the light.
It was then that the earth was covered with
terrible shadows, from which came forth appalling clamors; it was then that, in the
midst of the watery gloom, the rest of the
living beings, the tiger and the lamb, the
eagle and the dove, the reptile and the insect,
man and woman, reached together the steepest
rocks of the globe; the Ocean followed there,
and, raising its threatening immensity around
them, it engulfed the last point of land beneath its stormy solitudes.
God, having completed his vengeance, commanded the seas to return to their beds; but
He wished to imprint upon the globe everlasting traces of his wrath; the remains of the
elephant of the Indies were heaped up in the
regions of Siberia; the shells of Magellan's
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straits were buried in quarries of France ; entire shoals of submarine bodies were stopped
upon the summit of the Alps, the Taurus and
the Cordilleras; and these mountains themselves were the monuments that God left to
mark His triumph over the impious, as a
monarch erects a trophy on the field where
he has defeated his enemies.
Goi was not content with these general attestations of his past anger: knowing how
easily man may lose the recollection of misfortune, He increased its gloomy memorials in
his dwelling.
The sun has naught but the humid element,
for its throne at. morn, or for its bed at eve,
ID which it seems, each day, to die away, as
in the day of the deluge.
The clouds of heaven often bear the semblance of the foaming billows. Upon the earth,
thundering cataracts fall from the rocks; the
light of the mcon,thc white vapors of evening
sometimes cover the valle37s with the appearance of silvery sheets of ftjwater; in the most,
barren spots, trees spring up. whose branches,
weighted down, hang heavily toward the earth,
as if they had just come forth, still dripping,
from the bosom of the waves ; twice each day
is the sea ordered to rise anew in its bed, and
to overrun its strand ; the caves of the mountains re-echo with dull murmurings and dismal voices; the waving tree-tops resemble a
rolling sea, and the Ocean seems to have left
its mutterings in the depths of the forests.
A. D. R.
ALONE.
The following verses were written by Edgar Allen
Pne at the age of 19, and published for the first time in
Scribner for September.
From childhood's hour I have not been
As others were—I have not seen
As others saw—I could not bring
My passions from a common spring.
From the same source I have not taken
My sorrow—I could not awaken
My heart to joy at the same tone—
And all I loved—I loved alone.
Then—in my childhood—in the dawn
Of a most stormy life—was drawn
From ev'ry depth of good and ill.
The mystery which binds me still.
From the torrent, or the fountain—
From the red cliff of the mountain—
From the sun that 'round mo roll'd
In its autumn tint of gold.
From the lightning in the sky
As it pass'd me fiyi'ijr by—
From the thunder, and the storm—
And the cloud that took the form
(When the rest of heaven was blue)
Of a demon in my view.

3
LAST WORDS.
Contrary to Pope's idea that " to the latest
breath," one shall feel "the ruling passion'
strong in death/' it is a remarkable fact that
the last words of noted persons rarely ever
indicate the characteristics which controlled
their lives. Popes own farewell words were
" There is nothing that is meritorious but virtue and friendship, and indeed friendship itself is but a part of virtue." Sir Walter
Scott's last thoughts were for his family, who
surrounded his bed, and to whom he said
" God bless you all." As the final darkness
gathered about him, Goethe, with his expiring
breath exclaims, "Let the light enter." Madame de Stael's last words are familiar to all
"I have loved God, my father, and liberty;"
Equally well known are those of Madame
Roland, addressed to a Statue of Liberty, at.
her execution, " 0, Liberty, how many crimes
are committed in thy name ?"
ONE OF NATURE'S POETS
It is said that on one occasion, as Miss
Wordsworth, sister of the poet, was passing
through a wood which the stock-dove was filling with its soft music, she fell in with a
country-woman, who exclaimed, " I am so
fond of stock-doves !" "Oh," thought Miss
Wordsworth, "at last I have come on one of
Nature's poets, with a soul to appreciate the
beautiful music of the birds I" Very ruthlessly was the dream dissipated by an explanatory remark of the woman's: "Some likes
them in pies, and some likes them roasted ;
but, for my part, I think there's nothing like
them stewed with onions."
TOO OLD TO STUDY,
Cato, at eighty years of age, commenced to
study the Greek language. Socrates at an extreme old age, learned to play on musical instruments. Plutarch, when between seventy
and eighty, commenced the study of Latin.
Dr. Johnson applied himself to the Dutch language but a few years before his death. Ludovico Monaldesco, at the great age of one
hundred and fifteen, wrote the memoirs of his
own time. Ogilvy, the translator of Homer
and Virgil, was unacquainted with Latin and
Greek till he was past fifty.

Franklin did not fully commence his philo—The Journal des Debats, on the death of the sophical pursuits till he had reached his fiftieth
painter Waldeck, who died lately at the age year. Dryden, in his sixty-eighth year, comof one hundred and seven, cites the celebra- menced the translation of the Iliad, his most
ted painters who have died at an advanced pleasing production. Boccacio was thirty-five
age. Titian died in his ninetieth year; Coy- years of age when he commenced his studies
bel was eighty-nine; Rigaud, eighty-six; in polite literature; yet he became one of the
Mignard, eighty-five ; Jordaeus, eighty-four ; greatest masters of the Tuscan dialects, Dante
Tintoretti, Claude Lorraine, and Albano, and Petrarch being the other two. Sir Henry
eighty-two ; Primaticcio and Teniers, eighty; Spelman neglected the sciences in his youth,
Carie Vernet and Greuze, seventy-nine; but commenced the study of them when he was
David, seventy-seven ; Guercino, Leonardo da between fifty and sixty years of age. After
Vinci, and Ostade, seventy-five ; Michael An- this time he became a most learned antiqua.gelo died in his ninetieth year.
rian and lawyer-
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The subject was to be of the writers own selection, and the poem to consist of not less
than eighty, nor more than one hundred and
twenty verses. The announcement of the
award was made publicly on the 25th ult.,
and the chairman of the committee, after
speaking in encouraging terms of all that
computed for the prize, said that the successful poem was entitled " The Lone Hunter,"
and called upon the author to appear and receive his reward. The writer proved to be
Mr. V. W. Shields, of Miss., who was also the
successful poetical essayist at,our last Commencement. The prize was a very handsome
copy of Molesworth's History of England, a
valuable acquisition to any student's library.
We have heard it bruited that a medal will
probably be offered next year for a prize
poem, open to the University, and we trust
that ere long a permanent medal will be
established to encourage this much neglected
art in the South.

The Guild is favorably known by the friends
of the University, and it has been honored
by annual addresses that were the most pleasing and intellectual of Commencement week.
Its present corps of officers are the following:
W. P. DuBose, S. T. D. Chaplain; D. H. Hoke,
Ala., President; Silas McBee, N. C, Vice
President; W. C. Harrison, Tenn., Secretary;
H. B. Fitts, Va., Treasurer;
Cornish, S.
C, Librarian.
TRACY CITY.

This flourishing centre of the Tennessee
Coal and Railroad Company, is situate twenty
one miles north of the University, on the
OFFICEBS OF SIGMA EPSILON SOCIETY.
same mountain plateau. A recent visit to
A. M. Rutledge, Kentucky, President.
the place evokes favorable comment upon the
Paul Jones* A r k . , Viee-PresH.
Thomas Worthiugton, Miss , Itec. ,Sec'#.
hospitable
cheer that we received, but which
TSdward T,. McCuin, Ohio, Cor. fS'ec'y.
J. B MayfieM, Tfliae, Trenmrer.
is uniformly extended to visitors. An inII. D. Higgins, Texas, Critic,
spection of the exhaustless mines that give
John Gass, S. C , hibrnrian.
T. H. Smith, Ala., Historian.
occupation to so many hands and which have
V. Winder Shields, Miss., Editor.
thousands of money invested will well repay
H. B. IJitrgins, Texas, Bmines<i Manager.
Officers elected every two months.
one. There are two grand entrances, with
OFFICERS OF PI OMEGA SOCIETY.
numerous off-shoots and apartments, where is
THIRD SUNDAY IN ADVENT.
J, A. Van Hoose, Alabama, President.
daily heard the click of the pike and the dull
Jno. Davis, Texas, Vice President.
This day has been set apart by the Trustees thud of the explosion. One of the mines -•
A, S- Smith, South Carolina, Rec, Sec'ij.
A. W. Pierce, Arkansas, Treasurer.
as an annual one for the Churches of the wholly worked by about two. hundred conJulius Seabrook, S. C , Cor, Setfy
South to present their offerings to the Univer- victs from the State's prison; the other by
C, A, Kelly, Alabama, Becqrder.
T, K. Jones, Alabama, Librarian^
sity. Before this number of the RECORD white laborers. As an instance of the busiJno. Davis, Texas, Editor.
J. A. Van Hoose, Ala., Business Manager.
reaches many of the parishes, the day will ness which this sterling company is doing,
Officers elected once a tefin. Critic appointed at
have passed; but experience teaches us that we cite the shipment of upwards of iour huneach meeting.
all the rectors have not been consistent in ob- dred thousand bushels of coal and coke for
serving the prescribed occasion, and any other tbe month of October. The quality of this
day will answer, provided the announcement fuel is well known, and eagerly sought after
is seasonably made to the people, and a gen- by the foundries.
tle reminder is given each congregation of its
The University has done good missionary
L'ENVOI.
duty in supporting their University of the work at Tracy within the past year. Under
With this number the RECORD bids a brief Church. Every dollar thus contributed goes the energy and guidance of our leading theolfarewell to the college world. Unlike most to swell the general fund, and to help the In- og. Mr. Milnor Jones, a Mission, which at
institutions, ours enjoys the festivity of a stitution attain the high ends proposed for it- first numbered only a few souls and no house
three months' winter vacation, remaining in self. We are cognizant of the general finan- to worship in, now comprises a small parish
session during the long summer season by cial depression throughout the land, but trust with a commodious church edifice costing
reason of our elevated situation. This is a that each rector in each parish in each South- near $1000. The funds for the latter were
desirable advantage, as the students can have ern diocese will make an earnest appeal in subscribed by willing hearts at Tracy, and
their parents and friends with them in Sum- our behalf to his congregation ere the close though yet unfinished, is a monument to their
mer, and they can be at their homes in Win- of the year, and we doubt not the people will generosity. Last Summer it was dedicated as
ter. Ere long they will have left the scenes respond in accordance with their ability.
Xt Church by Rt. Rev. the Bishop of Texas,
of a busy year's labors,and the rnountain^will
at which time the first class for the rite of
ST.
MARKS
GUILD.
relapse into quiet and monotony. Our next
Confirmation was presented. An active SunThis brotherhood ranks among the oldest day school is an auspicious event for the
term begins on March 16, 1870, at which time
organizations
of
the
University,
and
has
we expect to resume the publication of the
young parish ; may the hearts of the faithful
RECORD. Till then, we extend to its readers numbered amongst its laborers our most self- not prove weary in their well doing.
sacrificing students. When this Institution
an affectionate adieu.
There are few mountain places more
began its operations, the Guild of St. Mark pleasantly situated than Tracy, and some of
was organized. It has established numerous its natural scenery is unsurpassed. As a
EXAMINATIONS.
Missions from time to time, and several of summer resort it offers the enjoyment of [a
These ordeals begin on Monday, 13th inst., these are now in growing prosperity. Each quiet watering place.
and continue throughout the week. The pub- Mission is under the superintendency of a
—It is with pleasure that we can insert the
lication of their respective order was duly theological student, with as many assistants following friendly notice from that live and
posted, and evinces not a little ingenuity on as may be necessary, and every Sunday morn- progressive paper, the American:
the part of the Examining Board to have com- ing or afternoon is devoted to religious instrucThe UNIVERSITY RECORD.—The November
pressed the maximum of classes within such tion and visiting among its people. That number of the UNIVERSITY RECORD, edited
a minimum of time, and without any appar- these faithful laborers have done good work, and published by the Literary Societies of the
ent collision.
Being near at hand the let the (encouraging) condition of those University of the South, has been laid on our
table. The notable original papers of this isstudents are busily engaged in their prepara- among whom they extend their operations sue are " The End and Worth of Classical
tion, and in behalf of our Alma Mater we say testify. The meetings of the Guild are held Study;" "Faith;" "Carlyle vs. Harvard ;"
"The Saratoga International Regatta;" and an
to each of her sons, made labore estp.
semi-monthly, when the reports from the sev- interesting
letter from Bishop Quintard, deeral Missions are heard, and missionary work scriptive of the Cathedral of Salisbury. The
PRIZE POEM.
discussed. JNot an uninteresting feature of RECORD is a comely octavo sheet, of the neatIn the September issue of the RECORD, menest typographical arrangement and printed
tion was made of a prize that was oifered by these meetings is th.e instructive debates by on beautiful tinted paper—a credit to the
the Faculty for the best English poem present- the members upon current arid vital topics of skillful printers and pressmen of the Ameried by any student on or before the 15th Nov. religious information throughout the world. can' shook and job printing department.
Subscriptions and Advertisements to £he Business
Managers.
For terms, etc., see syeond page.
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VISITORS.
We were recently honored by a. brief visit
from Rt, Rev. R. W. B, ELLIOTT D.D., of Western Texas. The Bishop was present at the
last meeting of the Trustees, and the lively
interest he there took in University affairs
proved that we have in him a faithful coadutor in our labors. Nor could we admit into
our social circles a member more genial and
agreable, as is manifested by each visit he
makes us. We would be happy to have him
contribute some of his " experiences " of missionary frontier life to the RECORD from time
to time, as we are assured they will not be the
less entertaining in the writing than in the
personal narrating of them.
Mr. R. Urquhart of New Orleans was with
us for a few days last month. He brought
with him his son whom he matriculated. MrTJ. expressed himself as being well pleased
with Sewanee, and contemplats returning
next summer with his family. We extend to
them a hearty welcome.
We are pleased to note the return of Maj.
Cr. R. Fairbanks, our commissioner of Lands
and Buildings, who has been spending several
weeks north.

reate's, the reporters have left us in ignor- Centennial. Let them convene; we doubt if
ance. But they do tell us that the occasion either a WHITE, a WHITNEY, a FRENCH or a
was one of so great, eclat that for as much as MAX MULLEK will preside.
ten minutes at a time the people could forget
LEONA.
to talk about the Centennial, By far the
most agreeable incident of the interview was
BY. JAMBS O. CLARK.
the presentation by his lords>hip of an autoLeona, the hour draws nigh,
graph letter from the Laureate to Mr. Childs.
The hour we've waited so long,
We regret that only the following excerpt is For the angel to open a door through the sky,
published, but it will serve to show the Poet's That my spirit may break from its prison and try
Its voice in an infinite song.
admiration for his American rival:
" Since you began to write I have learned
Just now, as the slumbers of night
to contemplate the approach of death with
Come o'er me with peace-giving breath,
The curtain, half-lifted, revealed to my sight
more serenity."
Across the waters the story that the poet J Those '.yindows which look on the kingdom of light
That borders the river of death.
Laureate declined attending the recent banquet given by the survivors of the Balaklava
And a vision fell solemn and sweet,
Bringing gleams of a morn-lit land ;
charge. A contemporary in this wise moralizes upon his reason therefor: "Perhaps he I saw the white shore which the pale waters beat,
And I heard the low lull as they broke at their feet
thought that the sight of ihe beefy veterans
Who walked on the beautiful strand.
with champagne bottles to the right of them,
And
I wondered why spirits could cling
champagne bottles to the left of them, chamTo their clay with a struggle and sigh,
pange bottles in front of them, and cham- When life's
purple autumn is better than spring,
pange bottles behind them, all engaged in And the soul flies away, like a sparrow, to sing,
volleying and thundering, would ruin his
In a climate where leaves never die.
high opinion of the survivors, and make him
Leona, come close to my bed,
forever ashamed of having written the famous
And lay your dear head on my brow ;
ode to their bravery."
The same touch that thrilled me in days^that are fled

THE DIVINITIES.
In a few days the members of the Theological class will have closed their collegiate labors, and departed to their respective Dioceses. It is unnecessary to say that wherever
they may be in after years, they will lose no
opportunity of doing work by word or deed
for the weal of their Alma Mater; she has
claims upon each one of them that they can
not and will not ignore. We have a right to
expect more from our theological graduates
than from the others; and let them see to it
that their parochial or missionary duties,
however pressing, shall not wean them from
their allegiance still to the University. In
thus extending a friendly farewell grasp to
each of them, we bid them "God speed" in
their life labors.

PHONETICS.
In various sections of this great country of
ours there is clamant the plea for an improved
method of spelling words. In truth, we even
find some modest publications devoted to this
pet scheme. The New York School Bulletin of
Nov. issue contained some essays at this proposed reformed " style of spelling," and the
Bulletin is not severe enough by half in its
denunciation of the inconsistent advocates.
So far from the communications " being spelled by no system whatever," they show an utter want of appreciation of the very principles which they seek to enforce. And were
the proposed change so effected we opine the
public would be in hopeless ambiguity of ever
attaining a uniform system of phonetics.
Such productions remind us of the jargon of
Artemas Ward or Josh Billings, minus the
sound sense and capital wit and humor which
the writings of the latter often Gontain. Parallel with tlii s article from the Bulletin is another bearing on the same subject from the
pen of RICHARD GRANT WHITE.

It is an

ex-

tract from the November Galaxy. He says :
" A change in spelling seems to be necessary
to give neither writers nor readers a complete
and easy command of the English language,
spoken or written. This outcry against the
difficulties of English spelling has been heard
fer many years in certain quarters; but it
does not come from the body of intelligent English speaking people." These lines are to
the point, and it would seem are sufficient of
TENNYSON.
themselves to give a crushing blow to the "reThe papers are getting off some hard say- formers," Doubtless their pertinacity is due
ings on the poet Laureate. They tell us that
to the fact that they do not fall under the
a few weeks since Lord Houghton, at the re- head of " intelligent English speaking people."
quest of Tennyson, called on George W. ' But so far from being crushed, this "advance"
Childs of Philadelphia and asked the latter
corps of literati are setting on foot means to
for some obituary versicles. Whether they
procure a convention of their kind at the
were for his lordship's benefit or for the Lau-
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And raised the lost roses of youth from the dead,
Can brighten the brief moments now.

^METEOROLOGICAL.
With the exception of a very few days, we
have enjoyed a charming Autumn, and the
winter king begins his reign with a moderation that sets at defiance those gloomy prognostications of Prof. Tice. We rarely miss a
fall of snow or a succession of boreal blasts
that sends the mercury below ° ere the close
of Trinity term, but as yet we have no indications of the same for '75. After the Xmas
holidays, hower, the "mountaineers" may
prepare for the rigors of a winter season that
is predicted to become the severest felt for
years.

5

We have lived from the cold world apart,
And your trust was too generous and true
For their hate to o'erthrow ; when the slanderer's dart
Was rankling deep in my desolate heart,
I was dearer than ever to you.
I thank the Great Father for this,
That our love is not lavished in vain ;
Each germ in the future will blossom to bliss,
And the forms that we love, and the lips that we kiss
Never shrink at the shadow of pain.
By the light of this faith am I taught
That my labor is only begun :
In the strength of this hope have I struggled and fought
With the legions of wrong, till my armor has caught
The gleam of Eternity's sun.
Leona, look forth and behold
From headland, from hillside and deep,
The day-king surrenders his banners of gold,
The twilight advances through woodland and wold,
And the dews are beginning to weep.
The moon's silver hair lies uncurled
Down the broad-breasted mountains away ;
The sunset's red glory again shall be furled
On the walls of the West, o'er the plains of the world,
And shall rise in a limitless way.
Oh ! come not in tears to my tomb,
Nor plant with frail flowers the sod ;
There is rest among roses too sweet for its gloom,
And life where the lilies eternally bloom,
In the balm-breathing gardens of God,
Yet deeply those memories burn
Which bind me to you and to earth,
And I sometimes have thought that my being would
yearn
In the bowers of the beautiful home to return
And visit the home of its birth.
'Twould eveu be pleasant to stay '
And walk by your side to the last;
But the land breeze of heaven is beginning to play—•
Life-shadows are meeting Eternity's day,
And its tumult is hushed in the past.
Leona, good-bye ; should the grief
That is gathering now, ever he
Too dark for your faith, you will long for relief,
And remember, the journey, though lonesome, i<
O'er lowland and river to me

*

i-5
We publish below an extract from the
speech of Mr. H. D. Iliggins on retiring from
the presidential chair of the Sigma Epsilon
Society. Mr. Higgins has long been a prominent member of his Society and for several
terms, filled the Chair with much credit to
himself, and the entire confidence of the Society.
At a recent election Mr. A. M. Rutledge, a
gentleman no less unwavering in his fidelity,
was called to succeed him.
" The fond extravagances of hope are implanted in the nature of all men; the aspiring youth in whom it is most largely developed is the first to draw his highly colored
pictures of the future, he has alieady chosen
the path which he will pursue through life
and though the air castle which he has built
is far distant,the brilliant halo which his fancy
has shed around it, and theflowerswith which
she has strewn his way thereto, renders it all
the more attractive, and he resolves in his
bosom to reach the goal;—shall I exclaim,
vain resolve ! when I look about me and see
the few who have ever attained it I am almost convinced that I should. How many of
us have not already found thistles where we
saw roses and seen the gleaming cloud castle
of our golden hopes dashed down forever!
But enough of tropes, let us hasten to the
facts of the case. Man's end being the accomplishment of his destiny, his duty is to
perfect the different parts of his nature with
equal care and devotion ; but the constitution
of society so materially interferes with this
natural calling of men that it is placed beyond the reach of but a very few. Men must
provide for themselves, they must live, and to
do this must sacrifice the development of
higher faculties; hence have originated the
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Ability and time are the armor of the warrior in the worlds broad battle field—the former as we have seen may be easily acquired
and with most men is capable of indefinite
development—of the latter, but a few days
are allotted mortals, it flies on restless pinions
and he alone who is constant in labor can
ever baffle its ravages.
Nothing is so destructive of success as affluence. Ease begets indolence and ignorance
is the offspring of luxury—the vine that is
nurtured and sheltered will perish when left
to its own care, but the little plant left free to
the blasts of the weather grows to be the
sturdy oak and withstands the storms and
tempests of a thousand years. How many of
us do not know, of ruined young men of remarkable intellect who, but for their wealth,
had left their footprints on the sands of time.
" These violent delights have violent ends
And in their triumph die. The sweetest honey
Is loathsome in its own doliciousness,
And in the taste confounds the apetite."

There is another element in man's constitution besides mind which deserves an equal
care; it is his emotional nature, without
which the highest happiness in no palh of life
can be attained. In short what is needed in
life's perilous voyage, in the language of the
bard, is
" A clear brain, and sympathetic heart,
A spirit on fire with love of man,
Hand swift to labor, slow to part,
If any good since time began
The soul can fashion, such things can."

We are blessed with a fertile soil and a
bright, sunny, southern land,—in the same
latitude with Spain and Italy we possess all
of the charms. Let us glance at them ; iheir
azure skies, purple grapes and brown eyed
maidens; looking to northward,we see a rigor'• Bread and Butter Sciences,"—the professions ous climate and a barren soil, but free from
and various avocations of life; they are nec- Spanish crime and Italian igoranee, we find
essary evils which cannot be avoided, and the the English culture, the Scottish intellect and
wisest course to pursue is to endeavor to make the German soldiery,—the product of the one,
of them blessings.
Labor and Civilization, of the other, LuxuThe American youth has, perhaps more riance and Retrogression.
than any other, cause to rejoice, for in the
We have the balmy winds, the fair women
choice of vocation he is not limited ; here the and I hope we may seon have the sparkling
highest positions of trust and emolument are wines, but unless we retain labor with our
open to the humblest scions of the populace, blessings we must follow in the beaten track
the sons of the millionare and the peasant of the nations cited. Rome, great in war,
start equally in the race, and our history is and Greece, powerful in peace, went before
replete with the successes of the one and the them and were undermined by effeminacy and
failures of the other.
ease.
Nothing perhaps impresses youthful ambiIt is then labor, perseverance and love
tion more than the commonly accepted idea of which conquers; whatever vocation in life we
genius,—the old aphorism ex nihilo, nihilfit, is choose bear this in mind and inscribe our nonowhere more applicable than here, the true ble society's motto on your banner and sucnature of genius has been defined to be con- cess will crown your efforts, and you may aid
tinued action and concentrated attention, and in rearing up here in the same latitude a secphilosophers, statesmen, scientists, all are at ond Home—which with " carpe diem" for its
one in the acceptation of this definition; but watchword can never fall.
the devotees of genius let it go unheeded.
Mind is indeed a prerequisite to success, and
—Six busts of the finest white marble, repthat it varies in its powers in different indi- resenting the first six Roman Emperors, have
viduals can not be denied, but the course of been placed in the Louvre recently. They
nature is improvement,—as the mucles are were discovered in Africa, and although evideveloped by physical, the tissue of the brain dently many centuries old, they are as perfect
is strengthened by mental exercise and thus as if chiselled yesterday. The modeling of
the weakest minds are capable of improve- the faces is said to be very fine, the profile of
ment.
the Augustus especially so.

EXCHANGE TABLE.
We have hitherto attempted to give full notice to our exchanges, believing that while
such notes would make this column more interesting to the college world, it would at the
same time be an advertising medium for those
journals which honor us with their presence.
In a former editorial we expressed our belief
in the benefits of just criticism, and at the
sometime consciousness of our own liability to
objections. But we also avowed our disgust
for any attempt to substitute coarse railing,
for wit or sensible crtticism. Comparing the
October number of the Hoanoke Collegian with
our other exchanges, the conviction was forced
upon us that it was much inferior to the majority, and we so expressed ourselves, but
" poor thing " we never dreamed of throwing
it into convulsions, or else in kindness we
would have withheld our comment.
The Collegian heads a column "Our Exchanges" and devotes the entire space to the
RECORD. The remarks upon the meagre appearance of our October number are for the
most part just; but we took especial pains to
apologize and explain that the difficulty arose
from a misunderstanding with our publishers
in changing the form of our sheet. We feel
assured however that we indulged in no indecent language calculated to draw forth the
tirade, of which the following elegant quotation is the conclusion:
"Any further criticism from their fertile
braina we will think beneath our notice.
The jaw-bone of an ass has'historical fame
for being a dangerous weapon."
Happily " any further criticism" is not
beneath the notice of contemporary journals.
We agree that the jaw-bone of "Balaam's
saddle stock" is a formidable weapon in the
hands of a Samson, but in your tender diggits Collegians, it is a weak instrument and
falls harmless about our esrs. You have
fractured it, and now—gently little friend—
we are very fond of you—you are our special
pet and we would not have you come to harm
for the world—do not attempt to use it any
more, because we fear you will hurt yourself
with such a clumsy weapon.
The College Journal offers a criticism of the
" Essay on Milton," published in our September number. The objections presented are
quite legitimate, but unfortunately for the
Journal's critic, the most objectionable feature
of the poem escaped his eye, while he touched
heavily upon points of minor importance, and
to " cap the climax " quotes a typographical
error for poetic license.
The Bates Student is always good, but better
this month than usual. We always admire
the amicable tone of its editorials and the
soundness of the articles which it offers.
The College Journal, of Georgetown, is ahandsome little sheet, and is generally interesting.
The leading poem, •' Autumn," is unsurpassed
by any thing that we have seen for the length
and theme.
The Trinity Tablet, for November, is an improvement on the last few issues. The article
on "College Politeness," is well put, and we
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shall next year mark the achievement of our
believe that this subject should be freely discussed by college journals.
first century among the nations, our strides
The Jlowdoin Orient contains one article forward shall become more assured, as we
"Macbeth," the rest is taken up with notes
shall then be in a position to attract more
on Boat racing, Base ball, Field day, Alumni,
especially the attention of the world to the
&c,—good deal of the &c.
elements of our greatness, and the inexhausThe Targum, is among the best of our ex- tible resources from whence they are drawn.
changes. The last issue is unusually good, Two or three generations, however, must yet
pass away before our luminous shadow falls
opening with a spicy article " The Man in the
Moon."
across the sea upon other lands. Rich and
luscious as is our vintage, it is not yet quite
Among our other exchanges we welcome to
our table the Diocesan Record, of Miss.; Dio- ready for decanting or for taking its place at
cesan Record, of S. C; College Record. The any grand testhetical banquet by the side of
Common School] High School; McKendree Re- the great, acknowledged brands. The flavor,
the value and the true boquet are developed
pository; Orphanage Record; Church Journal.
by age only, and are not to be counterfeited
The Collegian; Typo's
Guide; University
successfully. Hence, a nation may truly be
News; American Newspaper Reporter; New
•York Daily Witness; Weekly State; Shelbysaid to be born of its antiquity, and of those
ville Commercial; Valley Herald; Athens Geormighty achievements in the higher regions of
gian ; Manufacturers Sf Miners Reporter, and the thought and action which go to make up the
Louisville Courier-Journal.
sum of a people's immortality. As, therefore,
we have but barely cracked our shell in these
APPEAL.
relations, we are not to presume ourselves
Through the undersigned committee, the scaling the empyrean; although we may soSEWANEE BASE BALL CLUB earnestly solicits
lace ourselves with the conviction that the egg
of its honorary members and friends sub- from which we sprang is that of the rock, and
scirptions that will enable us to complete the that the heavens shall, one day, be made
New Grounds of the Club, now in process of
glorious with our pinions.
preparation. We especially call upon our exWhen we reflect that there are possibly
members who have " worn the blue" to assist
some now living who remember us as a colony
us by word and deed, so that before the openof Great Britain, we shall not be surprised to
ing of Easter Term '76 we will have ready for
practice a commodious campus. Remittances find that a little of the apron-string still
clings to our habits, inspirations and literamay be sent to the Chairman of the Committure,
and that we are not yet a great centre
tee, and however small they will be gratefully
of any particular realm of thought beyond
received and promptly acknowledged.
what appertains to simple human liberty.
THOS. WOBTHTNGTON, Chairman.
We are experimenting in everything, and
H. D. HIGGINS.
with prospects of the most brilliant success.
H. G. HlLZHEIM.
But we must not forget that for so far we have
SOME THOUGHTS ON THE CREATION
had no grand, central figure to rally round;
OF AMERICAN DRAMA.
and that Uncle Sam is a Down Easter whose
influence
is not gracefully acknowledged very
Whatever may, in time, become the concrete
far south of Baltimore.
and distinctive character of the inhabitants
of this country, they have, through the continuous influx of foreign elements, been kept
in a state of effervescence so constant and
turbulent as not to have yet reached a point
of transition indicating speedy homogeniety,
or that passing out of themselves, as it were,
into one common whole.
Notwithstanding the assumptions of certain
leading men, and of no inconsiderable portion
of the press, there is yet no American people,
pure and simple, comprising the basis and
superstructure of our nationality. In this
respect we are " the lively picture of a giblet-ple," " the legs and tails aDd wings" of
older communities, who have shot their dustcarts—filled with half-broken chains, absurd
traditions, and musty usuages—among us.
These latter, with some rigidly cherished
transatlantic memories, are the uneasy cobble
stones, that lie, to some extent, at our foundation to-day, and that work harmoniously and
heartily into the observance of some foreign
holiday only, or into some narrow corner of
our economy where the interests of the commonwealth as a whole are regarded as of but
secondary consideration.
From the date of the important epoch which

In consideration of all this, then, we should
like to inquire where we are to find the
elements for the construction, or rather, the
creation, of " American Drama," in the sense
in which it has been so loudly called for by
those who regard it possible as a something
born of American genius only, and stamped
with an originality which makes it essentially our own. Not content to wait until an
American audience, pure and simple, shall
have been evolved from the various nationalities which we are now composed, these impatient souls would take time by the forelock
and precipitate affairs in the true spirit of
American enterprise.
But supposing we
should become a unit to-morrow, would there
not be some grave difficulties to surmount in
the creation of a drama on our part worthy a
distinctive appellation ? We know of but
two dramas—the ancient and the modern—
and as the one had its inception in Paganism
and the other in Christianity, we are unable
to perceive where a third Thespian element
can find a starting point, unless, indeed, it be
in the loins of the Spiritualism of the present day. True, we speak of the English
drama and of the French drama; but these

are simply other names for the modern drama
inasmuch as the French and the English
were nations coeval with its introduction, and
sat by its cradle and nursed it, differing in
their appreciation of it to the extent of their
individual characteristics only. They were
entitled to impress their names upon it, because it was their offspring, in a measure. But
how we, an English speaking people—now
that the ends of the earth are gathered together on one common hearth-stone are to
create a drama original in essence and worthy
a distinctive appellation, it is somewhat difficult to say.
It would seem, then, that the most we can
hope to achieve in this relation must be accomplished in the footprints of the English
drama, with a few local dashes, to meet the
necessities of a purely American audience,
when the time for the appearance of the latter shall have arrived. At the present moment we are, in all our great centres of population, largely English, Irish, German,
French and Scotch, with a fair sprinkling of
Italians. Although possessed of wealth and
influence, those of the true, native stock are
not yet sufficiently numerous to absorb all
those incongruous foreign elements as if they
had never existed. And until they are in a
condition to do so—until the tide of emigration shall flow in upon them without affecting
their overshadowing power in any appreciable
degree, and shall be lost as a drop in the
bucket, they may not hope to present a concrete and homogeneous nationality upon
which only a drama worthy a great name can
ever be founded.—Scribner.
PAST!
A gleam of golden sunshine—
A sound of sighing breeze—
A sound of murmuring water—
A sound of whispering trees—
A broken conversation—
A snatch of mournful song—
A little dash of laughter.—
More mournful than song.
A few dead ferns and flowers—
A careless pictured face—•
And of that fair, sad Autumn day,
I have no other trace!
But the memories shall fade not,
So long as life shall last,
And I know they'll not deceive me,
For who can change the past ?
EPIGRAMS FROM MARTIAL.
BOOK III—EP. 53.
" Et perjerre, soror, potero—"

I can do without your pretty pout,
Your figure slim and tall,
Your hands and feet and neck and cheek—
In fact, without you all— c. H.
BOOK III, EP. 18.
" Femina dux facti,"

Miss Mary protests she is "hoarse,"
And " nervous," and that sort of thing:
We bow and excuse her, of course,—
When lo ! she commences to sing— c. H.
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m H E CHUBCH JOURNAL AND GOSPEL MES-»• SENGER,

S. GBBENE,

CONFECTIONERY FANCY

GROCERIES.

FIRST-CLASS BAKERY ATTACHED.
Oct. 1875.
BUEF,

Published in New York City, at 783 Broadway, every
Thursday Morning.
Rev. Hugh Miller Thompson, D. D.,
Bev. William A. Matson, D. D.,

BUTCHER,

Editor-in-Chief.
Managing Editor.

Rev. Allan Sheldon Woodle, D. D, Business Manager.

Keeps the choicest Beef and Mutton on Mondays
and Fridays, at the Lowest Prices.
Sept. 1875, 5 mm.

The Church Journal is personally endorsed by the
leading Bishops, Clergy and Laity of the Church.
Price $3.20 Per Annum, Postage Paid.

TTOGB & MILLER, Sewanee,
Offer to the public a well selected stock of General
Merchandise, including Dry Goods, Groceries, Hardware, Shoes, Crockery, Clothing, etc. The stock has
been selected for this market and will be sold at a living price for cash or barter
An examination of our Stock is respectully solicited.
The stock of Fall and Winter Goods just received.
Sept. 1875.
p

The Oldest and Leading Church Paper.

H. WADHA1I,

University Bakery.
Fine Candies, Nuts, Tobacco, Cigars, Ac.
Hot Mince Pies at all hours.
Apr. 1875.
TUTOYNIHAN & CO ,
Excelsior Boot and Shoe Makers.
We make our own uppers and can guarantee them.
No Eastern made goods. See our Cadet Gray Gaiters and B. B. Shoes.
Anything and Everything in our Line.
A NDERSON & JOHNSON,

W. A. GIBSON,

0. S. DWIGHT

w. A. GIBSON & CO.,
Are opening a large) and select stock of Dry Goods,

Notions, Hats, Caps, Boots, and Shoes. Special attention called to their Ladies' Felt and Straw Hats.
Their Boots and Shoes are of the very best quality and
Style. Groceries. Family supplies at lowest prices.
We show goods with great pleasure. All goods purchased from us will be promptly delivered, free of
charge.
Oct. 1875.
The outward form the inner man reveals,
We guess the pulp before wo eat the peel,
One single precept might the whole condense,
Be sure your tailor is a man of sense.
"13 ARBOT & FILLET hav- plenty of sense, and they
J-*1 have additionally a large stock of Clothes, Doesltin, Cassimeres, Vestings, Gray Cloth for Uniforms
(the best to be had), Linen Ducks, Fine Shirts for Men
and Youths. Latest styles of Linen Collars, ditto
Cuffs, etc., which they will sell at a low rate to make
room for more.
We cordially invite all in need of any of the items
above named to give us a call
We warrant all our
goods as represented. Respectfully,

BAKBOR & PILLET. Merchant Tailors,

Painting, Kalsomining, Papering, etc.
All Work Warranted.
Thanks for past favors, and we hope to merit a coniuuance of the same,
TOCK of Gneral Merchandise for sale at cost.
Store for rent or sale. Terms low.
Apply in person or by mail.
Nov. 1875.
W. 0 ENSIGN, Sewanee.

S

Tf OR SALE,
House and lot centrally located. The house contains
14 rooms and is especially fitted for a Boarding House
or a Hotel. A well of fine water on the place.
Would exchange for a farm. Terms low.

Sewanee, Tenn.

A PENNY SAVED IS A PENNY EARNED.
$10,000 GIVEN AWAY. We will send THE UNIVERSITY RECORD, usual price $1,1)0, and the Louisville
Weekly Courier-Journal, usual price $2,00, postage prepaid on both papers, for $2,50. The Weekly CourierJournal is the great National Family Newspaper,
I t will, on December 31st, 1875, distribute impartially $10,000 in valuable presents among its subscribors,
and every subscription sent tlirough us will be entitled
to a registered and numbered receipt for this distribution. Send $2.50 a n ( j g e j both papers.

W. A. GIBSON.

Wm. H. TOMUNSON, Jr.
Sewanee, Nov. 1875.
J O H N PARTON,

Best Lump Coal promptly delivered.
Hacks and Horses for Hire.

H. H. ROBERTS.
Sewanee, Nov. 1875.
TJNIVERSITY MEAT MARKET,

• H. SCHLAPBACH, BUTCHER.
The best Beef, Mutton, Pork, etc., cut in a butcherlike manner and suitable weights and sizes to suit customers. Regular market every day.
In takng this means of attracting your attention,
allow me to t thank the public for their patronage in the
past, and to hope that a close attention to business and
the wants of the people may merit and receive a continuance of old and an increase of new customers,
J£

W. JOHNS & CO,,

Booksellers, Stationers and Apothecaries.
Books, Stationery, Drugs, Medicines, Perfumery,
Coal Oil, Putty, Glass, and other articles demanded by
tlis Sew-anee trade.
Sewanee,., May, 1875.
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wliiciif in tne tew years since the war, nas acquired unprecedented celebrity, and is doing full justice to the
sons of the South and the cause ot education.
We hope Fairmount College will equally share the
good-will of our people, and promise that it shall be
second to no institution of learning in the land in the
advantages afforded for thoroughness of instruction in
all branches of female education.
Collegiate Year commences March 20th of each year.
Mid-Summer Holiday of one week, Mid-Summer
Term commences August 6th. Collegiate Year closes
December 20th.
TERMS;—Board, Tuition and Washing, per year,
$275. For further particulars,- apply to
MRS. M. L. YERGER or MRS. H. B. KELLS,
PRINCIPALS.
TJNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH.
The officers of the University are : Rt. Rev. W, M.
Green, D. D., Bishop of Mississippi, Chancellor ; Gen.
J. Gorgas, Vice-Chancellor; Dr. H. M AndersonTreasurer; Col. J. T. Sevier, Proctor; G. R. Fair,
banks, M. A., Commissioner of Buildings and Lands.
The Lent Term will begin on the 16th day of March,
1870, and continue twenty weeks, ending early in August. The Trinity Term, also twenty weeks, will end
just before Christmas. The Vacation occurs in winter, and is twelve weeks long.
The site of the University is in Franklin county,
Tennessee, on the plateau of the Sewanee Mountain, at
an elevation of 2,000 feet above the sea It comprises
a domain of about fifteen square miles. The access is
by the railroad of the Sewanee Coal and Mining Company, on which daily trains run to Cowan Station,
nine miles distant, where they connect with the tiains
of the Nashville and Chattanooga Railroad.
The following Schools have been organized:
School of Engineering and Natural Science —J. Gorgas,
(West Point) Professor.
School of Ancient Languages—Caekie Harrison, M. A.,
Professor.
School of Mathematics- E. Kirby Smith, (West Point)
Professor.
School of Metaphysics and English Literature—Robert
Dabncy, A. M. Professor.
School of Chemistry—John B. Elliott, M. D., (Resident Physician) Professor.
School of Modern Languages and Literature—Frank
Schaller, M. A., Professor.
School of Moral Science—Rev. W. P. DuBose, A. M.,
S. T. D., (Chaplain) Professor.
School of Mineralogy and Geology—J. B. Elliott, M.
D., Acting Professor.
School of Political Economy and History—Robert Dabney, A. M., Acting Professor.
School of Commerce and Trade—T. E. Sevier, Acting

° TJNIVERSITY GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

The instruction includes the usual branches of English education, with Latin, Greek, and the Modern
Languages. T. F. Sevier, in charge.
W. F. Grabau, instructorof Music, Drawing, Writing, etc.
C M . Beckwith,B. A.,)
L. D. Seabrook, B. A., \ Tutors.
TERMS— Payable, if possible, in advance, for each
term.
Martriculation (paid only once)..,
$10 00
Lent Term. Trinity Term.
Board, tuition, washing, mending, and lights (per term)
$155 00
$155 00
Surgeon's Fee, (per term)
5 00
5 00

TpOR SALE.
I offer for sale from 100 to 200 acres fine Mountain
Land, 2% n l i ' e s from Sewanee Station, adjoining lands
belonging to the University of the South. The locality is fine for raising stock of any kind and the range
is unlimited. For fnrther particulars, apply to

TJNIVERSITY COAL MINES.

Fairmount College, for the education of Young Ladies, is situated upon Sewanee Mountain, on the line of
the i ennessee Coal Company's Railroad, having the
advantage of charming mountain views, and delightful chalybeate waters. No locality can surpass it in

r

Sewanee, Nov. 1875.

Dealer in Dry Goods, Boots, Crockery, Groceries,
Country Produce, etc. Meal and Flour supplied to
families by contract, I paying in cash when one applies and finds me out of either. Goods shown with
pleasure. I solicit a share of public patronage,
Sewanee, Nov. 1875.

JiAIKMOUNT COLLEGE.

JJ1HE COLUMBIA FEMALE INSTITUTE,
MATJRY COUNTY, TENNESSEE,

Will Open on Monday, Sept. 6th, 1875. For circulars, etc., address, GEORGE BECKETT, Columbia, Tenn.
It is with great pleasure we quote from the annual
address of Bishop Quintard, the following:
During two months past I have made ray headquarters at the Columbia Institute. I have made it a point
to acquaint myself with the system of instruction, and
to study its social life I have attended recitations ;
have myself given instructio» in two branches, and
have occasionally delivered lectures. I have conducted
daily the religious services at the opening and closing
of the school, and I leel prepared to express an opinion of the Columbia Institute, based on my observation. I do not believe there is in the length and
breadth of the land an Institution to which parents
can send their daughters with greater confidence ; that
in manners and morals, in culture, both physical and
intellectual, fullest justice will be done. The large experience of the Rector in the education of young women ; the admirable corps of instructors by whom he
is assisted in his work ; the liberal scale on which everything connected with the school is conducted; the
ample appliances for instruction with which the school
is supplied ; the healthfulness of its location ; the refined am! cultivated community by which it is surrounded, all combine to make it one of the most complete institutions in America, and I cordially commend
it to the patronagr uf all who have daughters or wards
to be educated.

DRESS.
The " Gownsmen " of the University wear the scholastic gown and cap, costing about $16. Complete
suits of cadet gray cloth, made plain, are furnished at
about $25. Funds must be provided for this purpose.
A deposit of $20 is required to cover cost of books and
other incidental expenses, to be renewed at each subsequent term, if needed. Pupils will bring with them
one pair of blankets, three single sheets, two pillow
cases, six napkins and a napkin ring, six towels and a
clothes bag. Two pairs of strong shoes are required.
All clothing, etc., should be distinctly marked.
Parents aDd guardians are requested not to withdraw pupils just preceding the examination; and no
deduction for board will be made in case of such withdrawal. The order for the withdrawal of a pupil must
always be accompanied by funds to cover arrearages.
Money intended for the use of pupils, as well as the
regular Term fees, should be sent to Dr. H. M. Anderson, Treasurer, Sewanee, Tennessee. The post-office
is a money order office.
Neither clothing, nor spending money, nor supplies
of any kind will be furnished, unless there is money on
deposit over and above the Term Fee.
Tuition fee will bo refunded In case of death, or
withdrawal through sickness.
Payments are due on the first day of each Term. If
funds are not then in hand, a draft for the amount
may be drawn on the parent or guardian. Certificate
of good character from some responsible person is necessary. Further information may be obtained by addresing the undersigned, Sewanee, Franklin county,
Tennessee.
J. GOKGAS, Vice-Chancellor,

